MOBOTIX Video Technology for Vaccination Centers

Protect people.
Monitor processes.

1 SAFEGUARDING VACCINE DOSES
- Document delivery & storage
- Control access to sensitive areas
- Document access and removal

2 MONITOR ENTRANCE AREAS
- Mask detection upon entering the vaccination center
- Video systems in the entrance area can automatically detect masks and automatically trigger alarms or announcements if disregarded
- Automatic people counting prevents overcrowding

3 MONITORING SERVICE AND WAITING AREAS
- Automatically detect overcrowding/support “social distancing” (e.g., detect queuing situations)
- Documentation of violent assaults in the facility

4 BURGLARY AND THEFT PROTECTION
- Alarm triggering to security service, direct access to cameras via the cloud
- Highly sensitive optics, thermal sensors, infrared emitters, and intelligent apps master the most challenging visibility and environmental conditions
- Implementation into existing systems, e.g., switching on floodlights or automatic intercoms

As central hubs in the fight against the pandemic, the new vaccination centers represent an essential structural task. Smooth processes at all levels must be ensured. You have to protect staff, patients, vaccines, as well as the facility and the equipment. MOBOTIX video technology can effectively support this.

Contact us. We will be happy to help you so that the vaccinations can be done as safe as possible.
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